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for integrating optical fiber sensors
into thermoplastic composite
structures is proposed.

� A critical variable in this fiber
attachment process (and for surface
bonding in general) is the bottom
interlayer thickness, which was in-
situ investigated for the first time.

� Experimentally measured strain
transfer coefficients along the optical
fiber sensors remained constant
under creep loading.

� A simple calculation method that
enables to predict the shear lag effect
for optical fibre sensors was derived
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Thermoplastic composites are becoming the materials of choice for lightweight structures. Distributed
optical fibre sensors can be valuable for structural health monitoring of thermoplastic composites,
improving safety against damage and extending the operational life of composite components.
However, the practical integration of optical fibres into thermoplastic composites remains still to be
solved. To this end, a novel sensor integration approach by 3-D printing is proposed, and mechanical test-
ing is conducted to test its performance. Optical fibres were placed inside thermoplastic embedding ele-
ments at controlled interlayer thicknesses (0 to 1.6 mm) from the substrate surface. Self-sensing
experiments by optical fibres identified a uniform level of residual strains at �1600 le from the 3-D
printing attachment process. Furthermore, tensile creep testing (up to ca. 1% strain) revealed that dis-
tributed strain transfer coefficients for optical fibre sensors remain constant with time. A simple calcula-
tion method that accounts for the shear lag effect between the component and optical fibre strains was
derived from previous analytical work. This method enables the empirical prediction of strain transfer
coefficients for optical fibre surface attachments with arbitrary embedding interlayer thickness.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Fibre reinforced thermoplastic composites are becoming more
popular over the entire spectrum of industrial and commercial
applications. Their success over thermoset composites is attributed
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to better recyclability, lower manufacturing cost, and a good
impact resistance [1]. Meanwhile, accurate and robust structural
health monitoring (SHM) techniques are needed to ensure a safe
operational life of thermoplastic composite components. Onboard
sensor systems enable online monitoring, early detection of dam-
age, and allow to extend the lifetimes of components based on
their actual mechanical performances [2]. Compared to single-
point or quasi-distributed fibre optic sensors such as Fibre Bragg
Gratings (FBGs), distributed optical fibre sensors (DOFS) are pre-
ferred for high spatial resolution SHM of composite structures
[3–6].

Any optical fibre (OF) strain sensor needs to be integrated into
the composite material so that it deforms together with the com-
ponent [7]. Thus, the OF performance depends to a large degree
on the integration/attachment technique [8–10]. For example,
optical fibres can be placed directly inside the composite material,
between layers of thermoplastic tapes during the layup, which are
then fused together with embedded OFs inside [11]. By using this
method, strain from the component is directly transferred to the
OF while the surrounding material protects the fibre sensor from
the hostile environment [12–14]. However, there are also disad-
vantages to using this embedding method for OF integration. Voids
or resin pockets are sometimes created around the embedded opti-
cal fibre which can locally affect the strength of the composite [15].
Embedded optical fibre becomes invisible to the eye and its accu-
rate positioning within the structure is difficult to assess. Further-
more, optical fibres can encounter a high loss in transmitted/
reflected signal power from bending at the edges of the laminate,
or within the fabric structure which can induce micro-bending.
High shrinkage of matrix material brings a birefringence effect to
the OFs, leading to distortions of the measured signal spectrum
instead of peak shifting [13]. Finally, the OF placement cannot usu-
ally be chosen with great flexibility during embedding, e.g. the
intended ingress and egress regions may not be compatible with
the manufacturing process.

Alternatively to embedding, OFs can also be bonded on the sur-
face of a composite component after completing the manufacturing
process [16–18]. Surface-bonding allows for more flexibility in
attaching the OFs. It gives better opportunities for retrofitting exist-
ing structureswithsensors, and for replacingdamagedOFswithnew
ones. A thin bonding element on the surface can be removed or
added without affecting the internal structure of the component if
brokenOFsare tobe replaced.Admittedly, the surface-bonding solu-
tion has also some disadvantages that impair its suitability for life-
time monitoring of thermoplastic composites. Most structural
adhesives are thermosetting polymers, and thermoplastics have
poor adhesionwith them due to their inherently low reactivity, sur-
face energy and insufficient diffusion between the two materials
[19–21]. Thermoset adhesives such as cyanoacrylate are also sensi-
tive to the environment, they can have poor temperature or humid-
ity resistance. Some adhesives need to be cured at a high
temperaturewhich is inconvenient and introducesheat into thehost
structure. Excessive amount of adhesive can induce a non-uniform
bonding thickness and thereby a non-uniform strain transfer from
the substrate to the surface-bonded sensor [22].

The attachment of optical fibres continues to be a manual pro-
cess, thereby requiring careful working procedures and highly
skilled assemblers. Automated solutions for bonding optical fibre
sensors to thermoplastic composite materials have not yet become
widespread [14,23]. For example, a semi-automated OF integration
method during the braiding process of thermoset composites has
been reported [23]. The optical fibre is placed between dry carbon
fibre layers, and the bonding of the optical fibre to the composite is
achieved later in the resin infusion process. However, this method
cannot be directly used for thermoplastic composites. Automated
methods are often developed for particular applications, resulting
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in lower flexibility in terms of product variety [24]. At the same
time automated solutions help to improve product quality and
consistency, adding the possibility of producing larger compo-
nents, reducing material waste, and enabling easier in-process
monitoring.

Out of all other alternatives, thermoplastic fusion bonding is
perhaps the most practical solution for attaching optical fibre sen-
sors to thermoplastic composites [25]. Additive manufacturing is
popular for fabricating small-volume structures with complex
structural geometries. Recently, the integration of OFs by 3-D
printing has attracted the attention of several researchers. For
example, point sensing FBGs have been embedded into metals dur-
ing fused additive manufacturing (FDM) [26–28]. FBGs have also
been embedded into 3-D printed polymer components again by
using FDM, as reported by Karalekas et al. [29–31], Leal-Junior
et al. [32,33], Manzo et al. [34], Nascimento et al. [28] and Falcetelli
et al. [35]. Distributed OF sensors were embedded in titanium parts
by Zhou et al. [36] using laser powder bed fusion. Inspired by this
work, Wang et al. developed the embedding strategy for dis-
tributed OF sensors by in-situ FDM [37]. The most recent investiga-
tion by Wang et al. [38] compared different optical fibre surface
attachment methods including the in-situ FDM process. Sensor
integration attempts by 3-D printing are still in an early stage of
research and only a few reference works are available. For embed-
ded optical fibres, the difficulty of strain measurements with low
infilling densities has been a typical research topic [32] along with
some interest about residual strain measurements [37].

Ideally, strains from the surface bonded OFs should be equal to
strains of the host structure. However, strain transfer errors
through the attachment layer cannot be fully avoided. Previous
researchers have numerically investigated important factors that
affect the strain transfer coefficients from the substrate to the
adhered FBGs [9,39,40]. The results show that thickness of the
interlayer (i.e bondline thickness between the structure and the
OF sensor) is a very important parameter, along with the length
of the FBG sensor and the Young’s modulus of the attachment layer
[39–48]. Correlation between the geometrical parameters of the
attachment layer and the strain transfer to the surface-bonded
FBGs has been investigated by using analytical models and the
FEM [40–45]. On this topic, experimental investigations and the
validation of numerical models are much more rare. The influence
of bottom interlayer thickness has only been analyzed by numeri-
cal simulations thus far, unlike the effects from the Young’s mod-
ulus and the bonding length, which have also been
experimentally investigated [39,40,43,46–48]. The most likely rea-
son is that a consistent OF attachment thickness with prescribed
values is difficult to produce by conventional hand-controlled sur-
face bonding methods.

This research proposes a novel solution for semi-automated
integration of distributed OF sensors on the surface of thermoplas-
tic composite structures. Single mode optical fibres are in-situ
embedded by material extrusion 3-D printing into block-shaped
embedding elements on the surfaces of dogbone specimens.
Short-fibre reinforced thermoplastic composite is extruded over
the OF sensor at a controlled interlayer thickness. Distributed
strain sensing system is achieved by using Rayleigh backscattering.
Strain measurements by optical fibres are compared to contact
extensometer strains in a tensile creep test. An experimental inves-
tigation on how the bottom interlayer thickness affects the strain
transfer behavior of the DOFS has been carried out.
2. Materials and methods

Before mechanical testing, short carbon fibre reinforced polya-
mide (CF/PA6) specimens were prepared for the sensor integration
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process. These specimens were produced by 3-D printing and the
additive manufacturing process was thereafter continued for the
OF integration on their surfaces. Optical fibres were placed inside
small blocks of extruded thermoplastic called embedding ele-
ments, at a controlled thickness from the substrate surface.
2.1. Specimen preparation

Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) i.e. small scale material extru-
sion is the most widely used manufacturing process within ther-
moplastic additive manufacturing. This method is also used by
the PRUSA I3 MK3S 3-D printer, which was first employed to build
the test specimens, and later for sensor integration purposes.
Nylon 6 based composite filament (CF/PA6) from PolyMide
(20 wt% chopped carbon fibres) and the dogbone specimen geom-
etry were selected to build the test structure. Dogbone shape is
very convenient for realizing a uniform tensile creep loading. A line
pattern with 100% infill density and a quasi-isotropic layup
sequence [90,45,0,-45,]4s, where 0� angle denotes the longitudinal
direction of the specimen, were employed to print the test speci-
mens. Remaining printing parameters are detailed in Table 1.

Nylon 6 is known for good mechanical properties and its resis-
tance to non-polar solvents [49]. Still, pure thermoplastic materials
are rarely used for load-bearing components, due to their limited
stiffness and strength. Composite components typically contain
long fibre reinforcements along the main loading directions, which
add stiffness, strength, and significantly reduce creep. Today, con-
tinuous fibre 3-D printing remains still technically challenging, and
short-fibre reinforcements are much more popular with basic FFF
printers, producing short-fibre reinforced polymer composites
[50]. Creep strains in short-fibre reinforced composites are much
higher than in any realistic long fibre reinforced composite lami-
nates. In addition, the simple dogbone geometry allows to easily
choose appropriate load levels for accelerated creep strain devel-
opment compared to typical real-life composite structures. There-
fore, compared to practical long-fibre reinforced composite
structures, the specimen and the test set-up in this research pro-
vide larger/accelerated creep strain values for studying strain
transfer from the component to the optical fibre sensor. In princi-
ple, similar 3-D printed OF attachments as used here can be real-
ized with any type of thermoplastic composite provided that the
matrix material and the resin of the embedding element are able
to fuse and form a durable bond. In this sense, the choice of CF/
PA6 composite material for this investigation is generic and
arbitrary.
2.2. Sensor integration

As shown in Fig. 1, instrumenting the dogbone specimen occurs
by means of embedding the optical fibre sensor into a specifically
designed block-shaped embedding element. This embedding ele-
ment is fabricated by the same printer and the same filament
material on the surface of the specimen. The integration process
is semi-automated and printing parameters are well-controlled.
As previous work has showed, 3-D printing based integration pro-
cess gives a more consistent bondline and promotes good mea-
surement accuracy compared to other practical alternatives [38].
Table 1
3-D printing parameters for CF/PA6 specimens.

Element Material Nozzle temperature Build plate temper

Dogbone CF/PA6 290 ℃ 45 ℃
Embedding element CF/PA6 300 ℃ 45 ℃

3

During operation, the 3-D printer is controlled by a modified G-
code, which pauses printing after finishing a specific build layer
where the optical fibre is integrated, and then resumes printing
after a short delay. The OF attachment process (Fig. 1) follows a
carefully planned procedure which can be summarized as follows.

(1) Preparation of two alignment holders with the same height
as the finished layer.

(2) Placing the holders near the two ends of the specimen and
placing the fibre on the last layer surface.

(3) Straightening the OF and fixing it on the alignment holders.
Slight tension keeps the OF straight and controls its location
on the specimen.

(4) Finishing the printing process and waiting for the system to
cool down.

(5) Removing the alignment holders and detaching the instru-
mented specimen from the printing platform.

In order to investigate how the bottom thickness of the attach-
ment layer affects measured strains, four different embedding con-
figurations and a reference attachment with cyanoacrylate glue
were realized. Dogbone test specimen is detailed in Fig. 2 and
the specifics of embedding elements are further described in
Table 2. For DOFS-0 configuration, the optical fibre sensor was
placed directly on the surface of the dogbone specimen while the
embedding element was printed from two layers of extruded com-
posite. The first layer at 90� and the subsequent layer at 0�, each ca.
0.2 mm thick, were built directly on top of the optical fibre sensor.
When the nozzle moves in zigzag motion at 90� relative to the OF,
it ‘sews’ the sensor fibre to the substrate. The fibre becomes fully
encapsulated after the 0� layer on top is finished. For DOFS-2 con-
figuration, the fibre was embedded in the middle of the embedding
element with two layers below and two layers above the fibre. For
DOFS-4, the sensor had four layers below and two layers above it.
For DOFS-8, the number of layers under the fibre grew to eight,
while still only two layers were printed above the sensor. It must
be emphasized that embedding elements DOFS-0 to DOFS-8 were
kept identical in other aspects besides the bottom thickness T
which varies between different attachment configurations. The
influence of bottom interlayer thickness on the strain transfer from
the host structure to the DOFS is experimentally investigated.
Cyanoacrylate glue attachment DOFS-C was also introduced to this
investigation representing the best performing ‘traditional’ surface
attachment for distributed optical fibre sensors [38]. Due to the
embedding element, the dogbone specimens were not symmetrical
in the thickness direction as shown in Fig. 2. This non-symmetry
can introduce additional strain for the tensile experiment, however
its effect was assumed small and it was not studied further in this
investigation.
2.3. Distributed strain sensing system

Distributed strain sensing system (Fig. 3) consists of an OBR
4600 device, a switch, a DOFS, and a laptop computer for running
the hardware and storing the data. The optical fibre interrogator
OBR 4600 (Luna Instruments) measures spectral shifts as a func-
tion of position along the optical fibre length. It utilizes Rayleigh
backscattering to obtain distributed strain measurements. As the
ature Printing speed Cooling Build- adhesion Layer height

50 mm/s OFF Brim 0.2 mm
25 mm/s OFF None 0.2 mm



Fig. 1. Illustration of the optical fibre integration procedure.

Fig. 2. Prescribed geometrical features of the dogbone specimen and the embedding element. The embedding element is placed symmetrically in the length and width
directions, on one side of the dogbone.
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optical fibre is mechanically strained, small changes in local Ray-
leigh backscattering spectra are calculated from the intrinsic
variations reflected by the sensor fibre. These spectral shifts
4

change proportionally to the amplitude of strain. In general,
Rayleigh spectral shifts are affected by both strain and tempera-
ture. However, all measurements in this investigation are taken



Table 2
Optical fibre attachment configurations.

Attachment configuration Bottom thickness T Location of the optical fibre Layup sequence of the embedding element

No. of layers Approximate thickness

DOFS-0 0 less than 0.1 mm [OF | 90,0]

DOFS-2 2 0.4 mm [90,0 | OF | 90,0]

DOFS-4 4 0.8 mm [90,0,90,0 | OF | 90,0]

DOFS-8 8 1.6 mm [90,0,90,0,90,0,90,0 | OF | 90,0]

DOFS-C N/A N/A ‘Cyanoacrylate’

Fig. 3. OBR 4600 interrogator system and the distributed optical fibre sensor (DOFS).
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at constant room temperature, so the temperature effects are
assumed negligible for all practical purposes.

A single mode fibre SMB-E1550H from OFS Fitel is employed as
the distributed optical fibre sensor. The diameters of the core, the
cladding, and the coating of this silica/silica/polyimide fibre are
6.5 lm, 125 lm and 155 lm, respectively. The laser in the OBR
4600 device sends light pulses through the optical fibre, and
reflected Rayleigh backscattering spectra are measured by the
same interrogator and stored in the computer memory. By compar-
ing the spectra before and after mechanical loading, strains along
the optical fibre are calculated. The measurement system offers
practical spatial resolutions below 1 cm, a strain resolution of 1
le, and a sensing length of ca. 50–70 m [51]. The post-processing
configuration with sensor spacing SS = 0.5 mm, and gauge length
of GL = 5 mm was chosen as a compromise between high spatial
resolution and unwanted noise occurrences. By choosing this
5 mm gauge length value, each virtual strain sensor along the opti-
cal fibre has been assigned the typical dimension of a physical
strain gauge. Much shorter sensor spacing indicates that virtual
strain sensors on the DOFS are overlapping. These two parameters
were selected based on quick trials with the test data, and on pre-
vious experiences from similar measurements.

2.4. Creep testing

Mechanical testing of dogbone specimens was performed on a
MTS Model 42 universal testing machine. The test set-up is shown
in Fig. 4(a). Test machine fixtures clamp the ends of the dogbone
specimens at a length of 30 mm as seen in Fig. 2. The creep load-
time curve is presented in Fig. 4(b). All specimens were initially
loaded up to a small pre-load of 15 N, and then further until
1800 N using a cross-head speed of 100 mm/min. This loading pro-
duced initial (short-term) strains of approximately 8000 le. A
short adjustment period of less than 40 s was necessary due to
5

the control-loop programming before the load settled to a constant
value at time t2. Creep loading was maintained constant with less
than 1 N variation and the test was stopped at 1 h after t2.

Strains were recorded every 120 s from time t2 until the end of
the experiment. Strain of the dogbone was simultaneously moni-
tored by the DOFS system and the contact extensometer (EXT)
set-up, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Extensometer Instron 2620–601 has
a gauge length of 50 mm. Its knife edges were mounted on the side
of the composite specimen to measure averaged strain along the
same region where the DOFS was attached.

Two different baseline references were used to calculate both
the DOFS and the contact extensometer (EXT) strains. References
taken before the DOFS were fixed on the specimens (i.e. when
the fibres were free) are hereby denoted as free-fibre references.
Accordingly, strains calculated by comparing to the free-fibre ref-
erence are called relative free-fibre strains. Another reference was
taken at time t2 of the creep test. Similarly, strains obtained by
comparing to the reference at t2 are called relative-t2 strains. As evi-
dent from the load-time curve in Fig. 4(b), relative-t2 strain repre-
sents only the time-dependent portion of strain development
during tensile creep, excluding short-term strain from the load
ramp-up procedure.

Although only one specimen for each configuration (Table 2) is
reported in this paper, two additional specimens were internally
fabricated and tested for each configuration. These two additional
tests yielded very repeatable results. Therefore, for the sake of clar-
ity in the figures and to reduce the volume of the paper, only one
specimen for each test configuration is hereby reported.
3. Results and discussion

As previous investigation has demonstrated [38], the bondline
consistency of optical fibre surface attachments varies a lot



Fig. 4. Experimental test set-up.
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between different attachment methods. Imperfections such as
small cracks and the misalignment of the OF can cause noisy
data-points and local distortions in the DOFS strain profile. Bottom
interlayer thickness between the optical fibre and the substrate
surface also holds a high degree of uncertainty. This interlayer
thickness is difficult to control in hand-operated optical fibre inte-
gration processes. Furthermore, since high-resolution computed
tomography equipment is not widespread, measuring the bottom
thickness is typically a destructive process that involves cutting,
polishing, and optical microscopy. On the other hand, the bottom
thickness value can be easily prescribed for a machine-controlled
attachment process, e.g. when using the 3-D printing principle.
The effect of bottom interlayer thickness on distributed optical
fibre strains has not been experimentally investigated until now.

In the following, residual strains and creep strains from varied
bottom interlayer thickness optical fibre placements are experi-
mentally compared. Strain curves obtained from 3-D printed OF
sensor attachments are also compared to a typical high-accuracy
attachment method using cyanoacrylate glue. In addition, OF
strains are compared to contact extensometer strains within the
same dogbone specimen gauge length.
3.1. Embedded length (EL), region of interest (ROI) and peak value

Along both, load free fibres and strain-loaded optical fibres, a
fluctuation of strains within ca. ± 5 le is considered a normal level
6

of noise. It is present everywhere on the DOFS and these small
strain variations are usually ignored in the measurement [52]. By
measuring the length of the region where strains exceed this nor-
mal level of noise, the true embedded length of the fibre (denoted
as EL in Fig. 5) can be obtained. The Table in Fig. 5 shows true DOFS
embedded lengths (Els) obtained by measuring where the strain
exceeds ± 5 le of signal noise, from Fig. 6 (a)-(d). The Els for
DOFS-0 to DOFS-8 were all prescribed for 3-D printing as 55 mm.
The Els obtained from residual strain values vary within 53.0 ± 5 m
m and 58.5 ± 5 mm. Considering the size of the extrusion bead, the
tolerances of the specific printer, and the virtual DOFS gauge length
of 5 mm (which is assumed to govern the error [38]), this is a good
agreement between the design aim and the actual realized embed-
ded length of the optical fibre sensor.

As Fig. 6 and further strain graphs show, in practical OBR mea-
surements, the strains in the DOFS ingress and egress transition
regions are observed to be highly variable. Thus, in order to mean-
ingfully compare mean strains from the OBR measurements to
averaged values of extensometer strains, these highly variable dis-
turbed strains at the transition regions must be excluded from the
analysis [38,53]. This way, only strains from the central region of
the DOFS attachment, with relatively even strain distribution, are
averaged to assess the strain state of the host component. This
quasi-constant central region symmetric with respect to the length
of the specimen, is referred to as region of interest (ROI). As shown
in Fig. 5, disturbed regions located at the ingress/egress of the opti-



Fig. 5. Illustration of EL, ROI and Peak Value on simplified DOFS strain curves. The EL values in the Table are obtained from residual strain curves after 3-D printing (Fig. 6).
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cal fibre attachment, define a transition between a free and an
attached optical fibre. In the usual analysis, strains from the ROI
are averaged when interpreting spatial strain curves from the
DOFS. However, as illustrated in Fig. 5 and exemplified with mea-
sured strain curves later, with increasing the length of disturbed
regions, which occurs with increasing bottom interlayer thickness,
the central region forming the ROI becomes shorter or even disap-
pears. In this case, the Peak Value can be used as an alternative
characteristic or metric for DOFS strains.
3.2. Residual strains from the attachment process

During the optical fibre attachment process, residual strains can
be built into the host structure of the optical fibre sensor. Residual
strains are created from changes in the material constitution (such
as cure shrinkage of thermosets and changes in crystallinity of
thermoplastics), and from physical volumetric shrinkage when
the hot material cools down to room temperature. Residual strains
and corresponding residual stresses remain ‘frozen in’ inside the
component without any external mechanical loading. When mea-
suring residual strains with optical fibres, the pre-attachment free
fibre is taken as the reference state, and the load free room temper-
ature condition after the fibre integration as the measurement
state. That is, relative free-fibre strain is measured after the attach-
ment process is finished.

As defined in Table 2, the DOFS were attached according to four
embedding configurations and were also bonded by a cyanoacry-
late glue as the control specimen. Residual strain distributions
from the DOFS integrated with these five configurations are shown
in Fig. 6. The profiles from 3-D printed attachments in Fig. 6(a)-(d)
display very similar bathtub shapes with occasional outliers in the
ingress/egress regions. In contrast, residual strains from the cold-
curing cyanoacrylate attachment DOFS-C (Fig. 6(e)) are much
smaller and drift up and down chaotically along the embedded
DOFS length. Fig. 6(f) compares the mean values, standard devia-
tions (SD) and the coefficient of variation (CV) for attachments
DOFS-0 to DOFS-8. Mean values and SDs are calculated from spatial
residual strains within the ROI = 40 mm as shown in Fig. 6(a)-(d).
CV is the ratio of SD to the absolute value of the mean. The mean
values of residual strains for DOFS-0 to DOFS-8 vary within 1500
7

le and 1750 le in compression and the CVs range from ca. 2.0%
to 5.5%. No monotonic trend with increasing embedding bottom
thickness was observed for different attachment configurations.
The mean values of residual strains turn out to be independent
of the small variation in embedding bottom thickness.

In summary, all 3-D printed attachment configurations pro-
duced nearly uniform compressive residual strains of ca. 1600 le
along the OF sensor length. These strains are created by the cooling
shrinkage of the polymer melt together with a few layers of re-
heated substrate material. In comparison, the tiny residual strains
from the cyanoacrylate glue (between ± 70 le) were created in a
fully room-temperature process, by a combination of locally vari-
able compressive shrinkage of the glue and a small tensile pre-
stretch applied by hand, when aligning the fibre during the attach-
ment process [38]. This resulted with a random variation of small
strains along the optical fibre length.

3.3. Creep strain analysis

Many structural components are monitored under long-term
loading conditions. To understand time-dependent strain transfer
from the host structure to the surface bonded optical fibre better,
uniaxial tensile creep testing was carried out with dogbone speci-
mens. Throughout creep loading, strains within the specimen
gauge region were measured with the attached DOFS and the con-
tact extensometer (EXT) simultaneously. This investigation focuses
on time-dependent strain development, thereby discarding the ini-
tial short-term strains. Relative-t2 strains of the DOFS and the
extensometer were recorded. The influences of time and embed-
ding bottom thickness T on distributed strain development were
experimentally investigated.

3.3.1. Relative-t2 creep strains
Fig. 7(a), (d), (g), (j) show relative-t2 spatial strains from the

DOFS attached by 3-D printing with different embedding bottom
thicknesses. For comparison, Fig. 7(m) shows relative-t2 strains
when using the traditional cyanoacrylate glue attachment. Note
that the vertical axis range is the same for all strain curves on
Fig. 7. Relative-t2 strains from different bottom thickness configu-
rations show distinctly different spatial distribution patterns. For



Fig. 6. DOFS measured residual strains for different attachment configurations.
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example, DOFS-0 and DOFS-C show a spatial strain distribution
again similar to a ‘bathtub’. Strain values increase gradually in
the ingress region, decrease gradually in the egress region, and
hold a nearly constant plateau value in the middle. By increasing
the embedding bottom thickness, the length of the plateau how-
ever shortens (DOFS-2) and finally disappears (DOFS-4 and
DOFS-8). The shape of the spatial strain curve begins to display a
peak where the plateau used to be. With the creep time increasing,
relative-t2 strains of the DOFS also keep on increasing. At first sight,
no significant distortions emerge on the strain profiles, indicating
no cracking or delamination in the specimen or at the optical
fibre/matrix interface during creep.

Fig. 7(b), (e), (h), (k), (n) show temporal average relative-t2
strains and peak value strains from all attachments, using the data
8

over the gauge length of the contact extensometer, i.e.
ROI = 50 mm. As seen from the spatial strain plots, this ROI
includes transition regions at the ingress/egress of the optical fibre
for all types of attachments. Strain measurements from the
attached DOFS are compared to the EXT strains from the contact
extensometer. The difference between DOFS strains and EXT
strains is further elaborated in Fig. 8(c), (f), (i), (l), (o) by calculating
absolute differences CA(t) and relative differences CR(t), as defined
by Eqs. (1) and (2).

CAðtÞ ¼ eDOFSðtÞ � eEXTðtÞj j ð1Þ

CRðtÞ ¼ eDOFSðtÞ � eEXTðtÞ
eEXTðtÞ

����
����� 100% ð2Þ



Fig. 7. Relative-t2 creep strains from the DOFS and the contact extensometer (EXT).
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Fig. 8. Discretization of the substrate/attachment/DOFS structure.
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In these Equations, eEXT (t) denotes relative-t2 strains from the
extensometer, while eDOFS (t) are defined as the peak values of
the DOFS strain curves within the ROI.

The thinnest 3-D printed attachment DOFS-0 and the
cyanoacrylate glue display the best agreement between exten-
someter strains and peak relative-t2 strains from the optical fibres.
The peak values and the extensometer strains are also very close
for the slightly thicker DOFS-2 attachment. For all attachments,
the absolute difference CA(t) continues to increase with increasing
of the creep time, while the relative difference CR(t) flattens out
after initial transient and then remains almost constant.

From specimens DOFS-0 to DOFS-8, the differences between
average relative-t2 strains and EXT strains quickly increase with
the increase of the bottom interlayer thickness. Meanwhile, as
the plateau region shortens to zero, average strains within any
length of ROI, let alone ROI = 50 mm, are not suitable for interpret-
ing the strain curves anymore. The plateau region simply ceases to
exist. Alternatively, the peak values of DOFS strains can be used as
a strain characteristic. However, the peak values are still smaller
than EXT strains and the CA(t) shows an increasing trend of growth
with both the increase of bottom interlayer thickness and with
elapsed time. The relative difference CR(t) on the other hand
remains nearly constant with time, increasing rapidly from 2.5%
to 36% with only ca. 1.6 mm increase of bottom interlayer thick-
ness. This monotonically increasing disagreement between DOFS
strains and EXT strains indicates an increasing strain transfer lag
in the embedding element caused by a larger bottom interlayer
thickness.

Main highlights of the experimental data are summarized as
follows. Strain measurement accuracy of DOFS-0 is comparable
to using a high-accuracy cyanoacrylate attachment. However, a
strain transfer lag develops quickly when increasing the bottom
interlayer thickness. And finally, the relative difference CR(t)
between extensometer and optical fibre strains remains approxi-
mately constant under creep loading conditions, for all tested con-
figurations of DOFS attachments. This confirms similar findings
first noted in [38].
3.3.2. The effect of time on strain transfer coefficients
Strain transfer coefficients of DOFS which are attached by low-

creep thermoset adhesives, e.g., to CFRP laminates or to steel, are
often viewed as constant in time. Meanwhile, the viscoelastic
mechanical behavior of CF/PA6 thermoplastic composite causes
much larger time-dependent deformations in creep; thus, it is
essential to understand if and how does time play a role in the
strain transfer process. The challenge lies in that both the substrate
and the attachment layer are built from the same polymer compos-
ite material with highly time dependent mechanical properties.
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As illustrated in Fig. 8, the substrate/attachment/DOFS structure
can be discretized into n segments along the length of the DOFS-
substrate adhesive joint. It is assumed that no slip occurs in the
attachment. Using this framework, the strain distribution along
the attached DOFS can be expressed by using a diagonal strain
transfer matrix Kii, as follows:

eM1

eM2

eM3

..

.

eMn

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

¼

K11 0 � � � � � � 0
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.
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0
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2
66666664

3
77777775

es1
es2
es3
..
.

esn

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

ð3Þ

where Kii are the strain transfer coefficients between substrate
strains esi and DOFS strains eMi for the ith attachment segment.
The initial set of coefficients Kii can be calculated by adopting DOFS
strains and EXT strains at t3 = 120 s, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Exten-
someter strains represent substrate strains esi, which are considered
equal/constant at every segment i along the length of the OF attach-
ment. The DOFS strains eMi are obtained from the embedded length
(EL) of spatial strain curves in Fig. 7 and each segment i corresponds
to one virtual strain gauge on the optical fibre. Initial strain transfer
coefficients Kii are calculated by using Kii = eMi/esi from Equation (3),
and plugging in the measurement data eMi (DOFS) and esi (EXT) from
the first time point t3 = t2 + 120 s. The choice of initial time point t3
is arbitrary and a very similar analysis to what follows is produced
by selecting e.g t2 + 240 s or t2 + 360 s as the initial point in time.

As a first approximation, it is assumed that strain transfer coef-
ficients Kii remain constant in time. In this case, the DOFS strain
profiles at a later time t = tn can also be predicted by Equation
(3) by using the initial transfer matrix Kii times extensometer
strains esi at t = tn. In this way, the DOFS strain profiles at
tn = 960 s, 1800 s and 3600 s are predicted and compared to actual
measured DOFS strains in Fig. 9. For DOFS-0, DOFS-2 and DOFS-8,
predicted strains match well with experimentally measured
strains, all along the DOFS length, and all throughout the creep pro-
cess. These results support the hypothesis that temporal variation
does not affect the strain transfer coefficients Kii.

It can be observed from Fig. 9(c), that predicted strain values of
DOFS-4 were noticeably smaller than measured strains, and their
distribution patterns had also changed at the ends of the embed-
ded DOFS. For DOFS-4, the creep strains had developed faster than
anticipated. One possible interpretation is that some imperfections
(micro-cracks, local yielding) had developed at both ends of the
DOFS early during the creep loading process. All other things equal,
imperfections or damage are expected to appear at the ends of the
bondline where stress concentrations are the highest. Looking



Fig. 9. Comparison between predicted (line) and measured (markers) relative-t2 strains along the embedded DOFS at three distinct time points (Markers appear like a thick
line).
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back, the existence of possible imperfections at the ends of DOFS-4
was vaguely implied from early on, in the residual strain profile in
Fig. 6(c).
3.3.3. The influence of bottom interlayer thickness
As the strain graphs in Fig. 7 showed, the thickness of bottom

interlayer T affects the strain transfer behavior significantly. By
increasing bottom interlayer thickness, the quasi-constant strain
plateau in the middle of the attachment becomes contracted. Fur-
thermore, the peak values of strain curves are also increasingly
lower.

It is well known that specimens made by extrusion based 3-D
printing still suffer from inconsistencies from the production pro-
cess. This may cause a higher dispersion in material properties,
compared to other more established manufacturing methods. To
account for specimen-to-specimen variability, the DOFS strains of
Fig. 7 are normalized by their corresponding EXT strain values in
Fig. 10. This Figure shows normalized relative-t2 DOFS strain pro-
files from specimens DOFS-0 to DOFS-8 at the beginning
(t = 120 s) and at the end (t = 3600 s) of the creep test. Strains from
the contact extensometer, constant at 100%, are also shown on the
same Figure by horizontal red lines. The midpoints as well as the
start/end points of the EXT gauge area are indicated by vertical
dashed lines.

It is easy to recognize that normalized DOFS strain curves now
display the strain transfer coefficients visually. Along the optical
fibre, most of the DOFS strains are smaller than substrate strains
(EXT strains) depending on the bottom thickness T of the embed-
ding element. The left and the right columns of the Figure are
nearly identical, confirming again that time does not significantly
affect the strain transfer coefficients. However, by increasing the
bottom thickness T, difference between DOFS strains and EXT
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strains increases monotonically. Both the normalized strain mag-
nitude and the shape of the strain curve change simultaneously.
As Fig. 10 shows, by increasing the bottom interlayer thickness,
the height of strain curve decreases, and the width of the curve
contracts. The plateau shortens from DOFS-0 to DOFS-2 and
transfers into a peak in DOFS-4. By further increasing the bottom
thickness T in DOFS-8, the curves become narrower, and the peak
sharpens. It can be concluded that bottom interlayer thickness T
affects the DOFS strains in two ways: i) by increasing T the
length of the ingress/egress, i.e. the strain gradient regions
increases, and ii) by increasing T the peak values of DOFS strain
curves decrease. The most likely reason is the ‘shear lag’ effect
from the attachment layer. Similarly, this ‘shear lag’ effect has
been shown to induce monotonically increasing/decreasing strain
gradients for the FBG strain sensors in a number of earlier studies
[41–47].
3.4. Shear lag correction

Both Fig. 7 and Fig. 10 have clearly demonstrated how dis-
tributed optical fibre strains do not agree with the extensometer,
i.e. structural component strains, already when the embedding
bottom thickness reaches 0.4 mm (DOFS-2) or larger. Any strain
analysis that employs the bathtub curve from the DOFS sensor
needs to account for this shear lag error. That is, DOFS strain
curves must be interpreted to compare them with the uniform
strain of the substrate that is measured by the extensometer.
Reducing the length of the ROI (Fig. 5) is a simple practical
method for discarding the ingress/egress regions of distributed
strains [38]. However, as the experimental strain curves in
Fig. 10 show, reducing the ROI alone is not sufficient to calculate
strains from the DOFS measurement which are equal to the sub-



Fig. 10. Normalized relative-t2 strains during tensile creep (at t = 120 s, t = 3600 s).
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strate component strains (EXT strains). Experimental data shows
that embedding bottom thickness T has a basic underlying influ-
ence on the DOFS strains. If accurate component strains are to be
12
measured by optical fibres, the shear lag needs to be corrected,
besides accounting for tapered strains at the ingress/egress tran-
sition regions.



Fig. 11. Curve fitted strain transfer coefficients calculated from experimental data using the shear lag correction model.
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As known from theoretical models of surface-bonded FBGs [41–
47], the average strain transfer coefficient KM for the FBG sensor
can be expressed as:

KMðTÞ ¼ 1� sinhðaÞ
a coshðaÞ ð4Þ

where T is the bottom thickness of the attachment layer (the
same as in this investigation), and a is a ‘hybrid’ coefficient domi-
nating the shear lag behavior between the substrate and the opti-
cal fibre sensor. This coefficient a combines material and
geometrical properties of the optical fibre and the attachment
layer. Although a can be expressed by complex equations using
different variables in the analytical models [41], when bottom
interlayer thickness T is considered as the only non-constant vari-
able, it can be simplified as follows:

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
1
TS

r
ð5Þ

Here, parameter S is a constant, independent from thickness T,
and determined by the diameter and the modulus of the naked
optical fibre, fibre coating, width of the bondline, etc. In this work,
parameter S is considered as constant for all specimens with differ-
ent embedding bottom thicknesses. Now, by substituting Eq. (5)
into Eq. (4), the strain transfer coefficient is expressed as:

KMðTÞ ¼ 1�
tanhð

ffiffiffiffi
1
TS

q
Þffiffiffiffi

1
TS

q ð6Þ

Consequently, when both thickness T and strain transfer coeffi-
cient KM (T) are known from several test configurations (of one or
more), a curve fitting procedure can be applied to obtain the miss-
ing constant S. Then, by inserting the obtained S value back into Eq.
(6), any unknown strain transfer coefficient for DOFS with arbitrary
bottom interlayer thickness T can be calculated.

Unfortunately, in this investigation the bottom interlayer thick-
ness T can not be known precisely, even if the number of 3-D
printed attachment layers under the DOFS are prescribed. During
embedding, the optical fibre (Ø = 0.15 mm) is encapsulated within
one 0.2 mm layer of melt, on top of previously 3-D printed and
solidified layers of thermoplastic composite. To account for this
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vertical placement uncertainty, the value of bottom interlayer
thickness is hereby estimated between the nominal bottom
thickness T (Table 2) and T + (0.2 - Ø) mm, that is, in the range
[T, T + 0.05] mm. The experimental strain transfer coefficients KM

(T) corresponding to aforementioned bottom interlayer thick-
nesses T have to be obtained similarly as ranges of values. As
shown in Fig. 10, strain transfer coefficients of embedded DOFS
vary along the optical fibre length. From these curves, a conserva-
tive estimate for the limits of the coefficient range is obtained by
using ROI = 5 mm (captures the highest peak in the middle of
the curve) and by averaging the entire curve by using
ROI = 50 mm (which includes tapered/lower end regions). Based
on these [min, max] ranges for the experimental values of T and
KM, a range of parameters S can be calculated by using Monte-
Carlo sampling. The input data was generated uniformly over the
range [min, max] for each test configuration, as shown in Fig. 11.
An obvious characteristic relationship can now be observed for
all calculated curves of KM as a function of bottom interlayer thick-
ness T. Strain transfer coefficients KM are especially sensitive to the
variation of T when T is small, e.g., less than 0.4 mm (DOFS-0,
DOFS-2). This explains why varied strain data are often obtained
from optical fibres when using hand-controlled attachment meth-
ods, even though only a thin bottom layer of glue exists between
the optical fibre and the substrate. The method presented here
enables to predict the value of strain transfer coefficient KM for
any unknown thickness T. By using the shear lag correction
method, a more accurate substrate strain measurement can now
be realized even when optical fibres are attached through a thick
intermediate layer of material.

4. Conclusions

1. A novel 3-D printing based embedding method was presented
for attaching optical fibre sensors on the surface of thermoplas-
tic composite components.

2. Residual strains from 3-D printing based attachment process
reached ca. �1600 le for short-fibre reinforced CF/PA6 compos-
ite used in this study. All residual strain curves remained con-
stant along the attachment length and were independent of
the bottom interlayer thickness.
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3. Creep strain measurement accuracy that is comparable to
cyanoacrylate glue was achieved by optical fibres embedded
at zero interlayer thickness. However, by increasing the bottom
interlayer thickness, a shear lag effect is quickly introduced
between the substrate and the OF sensor strains.

4. Strain transfer coefficients along the attached optical fibres
remain constant with elapsed creep loading time. Departure
from constant values implies that some forms of imperfections
(cracks, local yielding) are occurring at these locations of sensor
attachments. However, any such stiffness degradation mecha-
nism needs more experimental confirmation.

5. A simple semi-empirical calculation method was proposed for
correcting optical fibre strains for the shear lag effect at an arbi-
trary interlayer thickness T.

6. For future experiments of the same type, a few recommenda-
tions are suggested for better experimental control. The embed-
ding elements are suggested for both sides of the dogbone
specimen (one dummy if necessary), and they should remain
in the same volume for all test configurations. Also, live temper-
ature measurements are recommended on the test specimen to
confirm that no excessive heating occurs when applying the
load.
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